
NAVEE N65i

（DE VERSION）

Max 850W motor, rear-wheel drive
Easily conquer 24% slopes with 850W max power
and rear-wheel drive. Unlock new levels of thrill and
excitement.

Extended range of 65km for super endurance
Powered by high safety 18650 lithium batteries and
equipped with a smart BMS, your battery's safety is
constantly monitored.

10.5” wide tubeless tires, enhanced comfort
The 10.5” wheel diameter offers 45% more air
volume than regular 10” tires, ensuring a smoother
and more comfortable riding experience.

Triple braking system for high-speed safety
Equipped with rear EABS and front drum and rear disc
brakes, our scooter delivers a powerful triple brake
series, ensuring a stable and safe ride.

48V high voltage platform, unmatched acceleration
Powered by a 48V high voltage platform, our scooter
reaches a top speed of 20km/h, delivering an
unbeatable high-performance experience.

Optimal ergonomics with 80mm wide tires
The robust SUV design ensures a comfortable and
relaxed riding posture. And 80mm wide tires provides
superior stability and control on any terrain.

Unlock more features with NAVEE APP
The NAVEE APP brings you a world of possibilities,
upgrading your riding experience with versatile
functions at your fingertips.

Double rotation design, redefining portability
NAVEE’s iconic folding design is adopted for compact
storage. The volume ratio can reach 15% compared to
before folding.

E-mark certified turning lights, additional safeguard
By showing the way you are going, the indicators
ensure safety and decrease danger at every turn.

Smart suspended display, a better vision
4” suspended screen can be seen more clearly even
under strong light outdoors. Riding data is
easy to be read immediately.

N65i SPECS

Weight 24.6kg Battery Capacity 46.8V 10Ah

Dimensions
1200×610×1250mm（unfolded） Charging Time 6-8h

1230×205×580mm（folded） Max Range 65km

Rated Power 450W Max Payload 120kg

Max Power 1000W Water Resistance IPX5

Max Speed 20km/h Brakes Front drum + rear disc brake + E-ABS

Max Uphill 24% Turning Light Yes

Riding Modes Walking (6km/h)/ D(15km/h)/Sport (20km/h)


